
Juice Reimagined



...Scanomat was founded and started from a simple garage.
The company matured as the years passed, and so did the ideas. In 1981 
Kim Vibe Petersen, CEO of Scanomat, designed the world’s first fully 
automatic cappuccino machine. Since then, Scanomat has been known 
for its innovative, high quality solutions. Today, its flagship product - the 
TopBrewer - is changing the coffee, juice and drink experience and is 
taking us upon a journey around the world.

Get in touch with us today

www.scanomat.com



Automatic
cleaning

Tailor your
Juice

Integrate into your design



READY

The juice tap with an app.

The TopJuicer has been 
uniquely designed to be 
smartphone, smart watch 
and tablet compatible.

iBeacon
As you walk by the TopJuicer, it will
welcome you with a notification, and
make your favorite drink available with a 
single swipe!

Download it now

Select FavoriteCustomize



Not from Concentrete

Multiple Juices



CREATE YOUR
JUICE & PAY



Internet of Juice is here

JuiceCloud is the world’s first real and most advanced cloud management system for juice machines - with 
state-of-the-art realtime data for your organization. Available as an App for all platforms, JuiceCloud gives you 
access to key data metrics and diagnostics at a glimpse on the dashboard, allowing you to work smarter and 
faster throughout the organization. JuiceCloud has multiple userlevels, allowing for versatile management. 
With cross-device compatibility you can access JuiceCloud on smartphone, tablet or PC, for real time insights 
at your fingertips. Simple tasks like refilling the machine, are now simplified to a notification directly on the 
person’s smart device. CoffeeCloud will change how you run your business, and it will change the entire 
landscape of coffee machine operation. 

Coffee machine operation reimagined.



Built for Architecture.
Be prepared
With our pre-installation guides you can prepare any space easily for the 
TopJuicer and TopJuicer NFC. These guides include cutout, electrical, 
plumbing and ventilation requirements.

         TopJuicer 

CAD files
Easily access our repository and download any cad files you need. We strive 
to make these easily accessible to all in various file formats.

architect.scanomat.com

Designed for Architects
The TopJuicer will fit uniquely into any space. Your imagination is the only 
limitation. It can easily stand alone or be integrated into existing furniture 
or even be a part of an environment. With minimum space usage we pride 
ourselves in making a juice unit that unobtrusively fits into any beautifully 
designed environment

Low

75%

POWER
SAVING

Energy consumption
6 watt during standby

Recycled steel

Standby-Timer



Do you know...
95% of the TopJuicer is hidden beneath the countertop
or behind the wall and its graceful swan neck can both
swivel and elevate. This allows the machine to adapt to
even the most minimal designs.
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